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Since the dawn of airpower, Airmen and
innovation instinctively aligned to create
the world's dominant Air Force. However,
diminishing competitive advantage threatens
our national security. This is why I wrote
Accelerate Change or Lose. Just as the very
first Airmen supporting the trench warfare
of World War I lived by the mantra of "over,
not through," Airmen today must lead
the innovative change required to secure
our nation tomorrow. In my first year, I've
witnessed Airmen doing this worldwide;
from using local additive manufacturing to
rapidly reconstitute aircraft here at home,
to slimming down the footprint necessary to
achieve air superiority in austere environments overseas. We must continue building
upon this momentum.
Innovation is more than a buzzword—it goes
beyond just creative thinking and lofty expectations. It is evolutionary or revolutionary
changes to existing processes, capabilities,
and mindsets. To succeed, we must properly
identify problems, empower decentralized
solutions by individuals and teams, and
infuse an ethos of innovation at all levels.

Innovation depends on both creative individuals and supportive organizations to turn
concepts into reality.
Keep in mind that our Airmen, at all levels,
already identify innovative solutions to
address complex problems and drive modernization. If they do not have the answer
yet, they will be the ones to discover it, given
the right environment. I expect leaders,
from front-line supervisors to MAJCOM
commanders, to provide the intent and
authority critical to creating an environment
that allows experimentation and encourages
innovated Airmen. The Air Force needs a
culture underwritten with empowerment and
trust. Airmen need their leaders to be their
early supporters and early adopters.

process and frequently serve as springboards
for further improvements. This is why we
debrief.
Remember, we value boldness and initiative.
We need both innovative Airmen and their
supportive leaders to achieve "over, not
through" approaches for the 21st century.
This takes an innovative ethos, this takes
courage and creativity—this takes you!
CHARLES Q. BROWN, JR.
General, USAF
Chief of Staff

Not all ideas will be practical; some will be
prioritized over others, some will be shelved,
and not all of them will be perfect—that is
okay. An idea that is never presented is worse
than an idea that does not work. Innovation
requires courage, and rewards tenacity; we
must iterate to find the best solution. For
those that are truly innovative, setbacks are
fully expected. The lessons learned during
those attempts are necessary parts of the
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Air Force News

Air Force Reserve demonstrates strategic depth of combat airlift
on Wyoming highway during training exercise

Air Force Reserve Command kicked off a week-long exercise,
Rally in the Rockies 2021, by landing a C-130J Super Hercules aircraft on the highway near Rawlins, Wyoming, Sept. 13.
The highway closed early in the morning to ensure the aircrew could safely practice recovering personnel without access
to a runway within simulated enemy territory.
This was one of many training scenarios scheduled for Sept.
13-16 across Colorado and Wyoming, involving more than
12 Reserve and National Guard units. Units are tasked with
delivering critical cargo and personnel to U.S. Forces located
in simulated contested areas.
“The Rally in the Rockies exercise ensures the Air Force
Reserve and National Guard can provide an instantaneous
surge capacity across most mission sets to strengthen our
active duty counterparts,” said Maj. Nick Hainsfurther, 913th
Operations Support Squadron pilot and lead exercise planner.
“With the help of the Wyoming Department of Transportation, we were able to successfully demonstrate our versatile
combat airlift capabilities.”
The 913th Airlift Group based out of Little Rock Air Force
Base, Arkansas, served as the lead planning unit in the
mobility-focused exercise. Reserve Citizen Airmen crafted
the scenario and aligned logistics to ensure each unit could
focus on training. In order to effectively accomplish combat
operations, current scenarios assume traditional bases will be
immediately threatened.

The exercise required various units to come together to
deliver cargo, paratroopers, artillery, task force resupply and
to conduct personnel extraction. The scenario was designed to
test the interoperability of Reserve and National Guard units
to execute Multi-Capable Airmen missions in challenging,
contested scenarios.
“This is an exercise evolution of the Rally in the Valley 2020
exercise conducted in West Virginia,” said Maj. Christopher
Acs, 327th Airlift Squadron pilot and exercise planner. “Our
efforts will prepare Reserve and National Guard units to

execute at the speed and range required to take on nearpeer adversaries. Additional training included combat airlift
as well as multi-capable mobility Airmen who are able to
refuel and re-arm aircraft in austere locations with minimal
support.”
Hainsfurther added that exercises such as RitR21 are critical
to ensuring Reserve forces can project the Joint Force when
called upon, enabling strategic depth for the future fight.
Click here to read more
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Congratulations

Did you know?

Newly Promoted Members

Congrats to the folks who promoted in
September!
Senior Airman Anna Miller, 96 APS
Senior Airman Bethany Woodruff, 913 FSS
Airman Tykirra Warren, 913 FSS
A&FRC Embedded Support

Please note the following deadlines regarding the mandatory
COVID vaccine:
1. All Exemptions will be submitted NLT 30 Oct 21
2. For the October UTA, the expectation is that AFR Airmen
either
a)
b)
c)
d)

Take the vaccination
Submit proof they are vaccinated
Submit/start exemption process
Submit a vaccine declination

3. Members will be fully vaccinated by 2 Dec 21

Airman & Family Readiness Center support will still be available the Monday through Friday of the week before and after
the UTAs below:
2-3 October – Ms. Lyndsey Ballard and Mr. Mike “Rudy”
Rudisill will be at the embedded office (B276 room 115)
4-5 December – Mr. Mike “Rudy” Rudisill and Ms. Stephanie
Koonst will be at the embedded office (B276 room 115)
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UTA Schedule

Fiscal Year 22 UTA Schedule

2-3 October 2021
6-7 November 2021
4-5 December 2021
8-9 January 2022
5-6 February 2022
5-6 March 2022
31 Mar - 3 April 2022
30 April - 1 May 2022
4-5 June 2022
No July UTA
6-7 August 2022
10-11 September 2022
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Health and Wellness
Guidelines to progress your physical training over time
A stalled physical training program can be one of the most
frustrating parts of working out. Whether you’re trying to get
back into shape or advance to an elite level of fitness, loss
of progress is a motivation killer. It happens because your
body is very good at adapting to things over time. But you
can overcome lack of progress by leveraging that very same
ability to adapt.
SAID principle
The SAID principle—Specific Adaptations to Imposed Demands,
also called “specificity”—describes your body’s ability to
adapt to physical demands. As you change stressors to your
body, it will change to meet the demands of those stressors. If you stop exercising, you can lose lean muscle mass
because your body doesn’t need to use energy to maintain
muscle if you aren’t using it. On the other hand, if you start
a resistance-training program, you’ll get stronger. In fact,
the concept of specificity is where the guidelines for weight,
set, and repetition come from for building muscular strength,
endurance, and muscle hypertrophy. Training to improve
cardiorespiratory endurance also follows the SAID principle.
For example, if you only train to run 2 miles at a time,
you’ll only be good at running 2 miles. And then it’s hard to
improve your run time because your body is used to an overly
specific training program.
Progressive overload
In order to make progress—called “progression”—you need to
follow the overload principle, or simply overload. Progressive
overload is the increase in workout volume or intensity over
time. Without it, your body has no added stimulus to adapt

You can also stay in the heart-rate zone you exercise at while
you increase the number of times per week and the duration
of each workout by a few minutes. This will increase your
total weekly volume.

to, so you eventually reach a plateau, and your body says,
“We’re good here.”
You can increase volume and intensity in a variety of ways:
Increase the reps and sets of certain exercises, the weight you
use, the number of workouts per week or per day, or decrease
rest between sets, or any combination of those. How you
choose will depend on what components of fitness you are
targeting and your fitness goals.
Cardio progression
To progress your cardio training, follow the 10% rule. That
means you increase your cardio frequency, intensity, or
volume by no more than 10% each week. One of the first
ways you can progress your cardio is to vary your workouts.
Take a couple weeks to work on sprint training. Your volume
goes down because sprints are fairly short, but the intensity
goes up. You’re running faster, so you’re running at a higher
percentage of your max heart rate.

Once you’re at a level of cardiorespiratory fitness that
matches your goal, you can keep intensity consistent but
reduce your cardio to as little as 2 days a week, or drop your
exercise duration as to as little as 15 minutes per session.
You’ll be able to maintain your level of fitness for up to 15
weeks, which makes this an ideal training schedule if you
can’t exercise regularly.
Weight-training progression
For Military Service Members, a few practical ways exist to
progress your resistance training workouts: Add reps and
sets, add weight, and vary your exercises. If you’re new to
resistance training or haven’t lifted weights for a few months,
increasing reps and sets to build muscular endurance is one
of the first things you can do. All military physical fitness
tests include a muscular-endurance component, so that’s a
good place to start. In a 4-week block to improve muscular
endurance, start with 3 sets of 10. Then in the following
weeks, keep the weights the same but increase to 12, 14, and
16 reps. Over time, though, you’ll need to add weight as well
as increase reps and sets.

Click here to read more
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Personnel scheduled to physically show for drill are requested to answer the “Safe to Work” questions
below. Communicate with your supervisors if you have questions or concerns.

LRAFB Mask Guidance: Most facilities will require masks
indoors regardless of vaccination status.

Air Force COVID Website

913th Airlift Group

AFRC COVID Website

Safe to Work Questions

Little Rock AFB COVID Website
AR Dept. Of Health
CDC Website
DoD Updates

Have you
experienced a
persistent fever over
100.4°F in the past
14 days?

Have you directly and
persistently been
exposed to someone
who has tested
positive for COVID-19
in the past 14 days?

Have you
experienced a
persistent cough in
the past 14 days?

Do you have any other symptoms?
Self-monitor and wear a mask. Proceed to next question above.
Consult with squadron leadership if you should stay home or come to drill.

How to Wear Cloth Face Coverings

CHECK

YOUR

MASK

Make sure itʼs not damaged

SECURE

YOUR

MASK

Secure the strings behind your head
or over your ears

Cloth face coverings should —
• Fit snugly but comfortably against the side
of the face
• Be secured with ties or ear loops
• Include multiple layers of fabric
• Allow for breathing without restriction
• Be able to be laundered and machine
COVER YOUR MOUTH AND
dried without damage or change to shape.

Have you experienced
persistent shortness of
breath in the past 14
days?

GO TO DRILL

You must be physically
present at drill weekend
with appropriate PPE.
If member is not having
symptoms (fever, chills,
body aches, persistent
cough or shortness of
breath) then member
must self-monitor and
wear a mask.

NOSE FULLY

make sure there are no gaps
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Safety Highlights

Courtesy of the AFRC Safety Office

Injury Safety Tips
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OPSEC Highlights

Courtesy of National Cybersecurity Alliance

October is National Cybersecurity Awareness Month
At a time when we are more connected than ever, being
“cyber smart” is of the utmost importance. This year has
already seen more than a fair share of attacks and breaches,
including the SolarWinds and Kaseya breaches as well as
high-profile attacks on the Colonial Pipeline and other critical
infrastructure. Furthermore, as has been underlined by these
recent breaches, cyber attacks are becoming more sophisticated with more evolved bad actors cropping up each day.
Luckily, there are several steps that we can take on a daily
basis to mitigate risks and stay one step ahead of malefactors. Here are a few quick tips:
Enable MFA
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) adds that necessary second
check to verify your identity when logging in to one of your
accounts. By requiring multiple methods of authentication,
your account is further protected from being compromised,
even if a bad actor hijacks your password. In this way, MFAs
make it more difficult for password cracking tools to enable
attackers to break into accounts.
Use strong passphrases/password manager
This may seem obvious, but all too often securing strong passphrases/password managers is overlooked. People spending
more time online during the pandemic has certainly contributed to more bad actors prowling for accounts to attack.
Using long, complex, and unique passwords is a good way
to stop your account from being hacked, and an easy way of
keeping track and remembering your passwords is by using a
password manager.

and be aware who can access your documents. This extends
from Google docs, to Zoom calls, and beyond. For meetings
on Zoom, for example, create passwords so only those invited
to the session can attend, and restrict who can share their
screen or files with the rest of the attendees.

Perform software updates
When a device prompts that it’s time to update the software,
it may be tempting to simply click postpone, and ignore the
message. However, having the latest security software, web
browser, and operating system on devices is one of the best
defenses against online threats. So, don’t wait - update.
Do your research
Common sense is a crucial part of maintaining good online
hygiene, and an intuitive step to stay safe online is to do
some research before downloading anything new you are
downloading to your device, such as apps. Before downloading any new learning app on your device, make sure that it’s
a by checking who created the app, what the user reviews
say, and if there are any articles published online about the
app’s privacy and security features.

Being cyber smart and maintaining stellar online hygiene
is the best way to protect yourself and others from cyber
attacks. No single tip is foolproof, but taken together they
can make a real difference for taking control of your online
presence. Following these tips is also easy, and free. By
taking preventive measures and making a habit of practicing
online safety, you can decrease your odds of being hacked
exponentially - and prevent lost time and money, as well as
annoyance.

Click to read more

Check your settings
Be diligent to double check your privacy and security settings,
…PRACTICE GOOD OPSEC!
“SHRED, ENCRYPT, PROTECT”
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Camera Roll

27 Nov 2020
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